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With the help of his younger brother, a 22-
year-old Saudi murdered his cousin, video-
taped the killing and posted the video on

social media networks! The victim was a military man
in the Saudi armed forces and the murderer killed
him because he rejected his calls to quit his job and
declare allegiance to the IS amir (leader). The story
does not end there. They also murdered three others
on the same day - the first day of Eid Al-Adha, and
killed a fifth victim while they were being arrested,
after a shootout with security forces, which resulted
in killing the elder brother and injuring the younger
one and arresting him.

What on earth would make such a young man
commit such a brutal murder by luring his own
cousin into the desert, tying him up and threaten-
ing to kill him unless he pledged allegiance to the
IS amir despite the latter’s pleas to spare his life?! I
believe this is not an individual case. It is rather a
phenomenal one and a behavioral pattern that
dominates many young men. The fact that the story
has recurred in so many different ways and details
with various young men proves this. Many inexperi-
enced young men who knows nothing about life or
religion have been giving themselves the right to
issue fatwas and control others’ lives. Who is win-
ning and who is losing in this equation?  In fact,
who is the believer and who is the infidel non-
believer?

This absolutely calls for study, research, inspection
and deep probing into the lives of these young peo-
ple. Why have they turned into murderers? Who
made them so? What ideas have they been brought
up to that made them willing to kill even them-
selves? For what cause do they do this? Why are they
using religion as an excuse to kill? Were they the
ones who chose such a path or someone took
advantage of their mental immaturity and behav-
ioral disorders to turn them into stone-hearted
insensitive murderers?

These young people are time bombs walking
around, mingling with people and carrying death
wherever they go. Our Arab countries have been
calling for urgent summits and meetings whenever
even less dangerous threats pop up. What about
these young murderers and their daily crimes? Why
do not these countries call for a summit to discuss
this topic, which is more dangerous and important
than what many of those conferences and summits
have been held for?

Will our governments ever realize the threat or
will they consider it as a temporary insignificant one,
as they might as well do?! 

— Translated by Kuwait Times

Call for urgent

summit

Al-Anbaa

By Saleh Al-Shayji 

While Dubai is getting ready to hold Expo 2020
and is organizing huge workshops, and the
Qataris are getting ready to host the World

Cup on November 22, 2022 in a unique precedence, as
the World Cup is normally held during summer, and
Qatar was exempted because of high temperatures,
we in Kuwait do not know till this moment whether
the Gulf Cup will be held on time or not!

In the past few weeks, we were referring the reason
to the clear differences between the football associa-
tion on one hand and the government, represented by
the Ministry of Youth Affairs and the Pubilc Authority
for Youth and Sports (PAYS) on the other. Matters now
became more complicated, as the international feder-
ation sent a letter warning Kuwait against the continu-
ation of violating international laws with regards to all
games, and set Oct 15 to suspend Kuwait sports, and
we did not hear any government reaction so far
towards this issue.

I know well the difference in viewing the issue of
sports - some people support KFA while others blame
it and hold it responsible for all failures, yet where is
the government role that is supposed to supervise all
sectors of the society? Why does not the government
take a courageous decision to stop all foreign partici-
pations instead of this slander and blackmail that it is
exposed to by some international bodies? And are we
going to even win if we participate? I say enough dis-
respect and let us spend the money on housing, until
deep-rooted solutions for sports are in place.

PS: Demanding international committees to super-
vise the hajj and holding Saudi Arabia responsible for
the stampede tragedy in which hundreds were killed
and injured is utter injustice. The presence of three
million pilgrims in a small geographical spot to per-
form rituals, with different cultures and customs, is a
big problem. We pray for the innocent lives, but we
believe that the kingdom exerts tremendous efforts
each year during the hajj season, and those who are
not able to remove garbage from the streets of their
country are not qualified to teach the kingdom how
to manage the hajj. Was the message delivered? I
hope so. 

— Translated by Kuwait Times

The government’s

lost role

Al-Qabas

By Qais Al-Usta

In 1967, Israel formed a national unity cabinet which
observes described as a ‘war government.’ It also
took many exceptional measures and deployed its

forces in a way that indicated an eminent aggression
against its Arab neighbors, who also made the same
arrangements and intended taking the initiative by
attacking first to surprise Israel. However, the Soviet
Union’s ambassador to Cairo managed to talk Gamal
Abdul Nasser out of such plans, and accordingly, Israel
attacked and occupied many Arab territories, thank to
the Russian bear’s advice. 

In 1977, the late Egyptian president Sadat visited
Israel and this angered Arabs on Russian provocation
from the Soviets. Arabs raced to hold a summit in
Libya, where they formed a resistance front led by
Soviet-allied countries like Iraq, Libya and Syria. The
front did not obviously resist Israel, but rather targeted
Egypt, and thus the largest Arab country was boy-
cotted and expelled from the Arab League. 

In 1993, the late Palestinian president Yasser Arafat
signed the Oslo Agreement with Israel, and once more,
resistance defiance powers came back to light with
new mottos and slogans this time, and were known as
the ‘Resistance Axis.’ This axis was led by Iran, Syria,
Hezbollah, Hamas and the Houthis, who were lately
joined by Russia in broad daylight in order to defend
the capital of resistance and respond to the victories
made by Decisive Storm.

Those countries and parties forming the resistance
axis are led by gangs of political regimes that go along
well with the neo-Russian czars in the Kremlin. This is a
very painful fact Arabs can never forget or ignore as
they watch Arab blood being shed in Iraq, Yemen and
Syria, where Israel is fully coordinating with the resist-
ance axis led by Russia! 

— Translated by Kuwait Times
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Arab countries
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By Salah Al-Sayer 

Al-Anbaa

‘Belt’ suspect not a threat
A ‘suspicious man’ carrying a belt attracted attention in
Oyoun. Jahra police were alerted by a citizen. Police,
detectives and state security went to the area where
the man was seen next to a ‘transformer’ but did not
find anything suspicious. —  Al-Anbaa

Crime
R e p o r t

Bag in mall

not a bomb

KUWAIT: Police rushed to a mall in Al-Rai following a call
about a suspicious bag found there. A security source said
precautions were taken, then a robot was used, and the
bag was inspected and found to not have any explosives.
Instead when opened, the bag was found to contain illicit
drugs. The source thinks that a person may have dumped
the bag in the mall’s parking lot, adding that security cam-
eras will be checked to identify the person who left it. In a
similar incident, Jahra police rushed to a mosque in Saad
Al-Abdallah area after a call about an abandoned bag.
Police did not find any explosives inside.

Subsidized fish

proposal rejected
KUWAIT: A state official in a depart-
ment concerned with resolving the
problem of high zubaidi (silver pom-
fret) prices made a verbal proposal to
a high ranking official at the Ministry
of Commerce and Industry to include
zubaidi in the ration card, so the artifi-
cial increase in prices can be absorbed
and guarantee families regular supply,
informed sources said.

However, the commerce ministry
rejected such a proposal as a populist
solution rather than a practical one,

because adding unmerited products
on the ration card does not present a
true solution to this problem - rather it
is an additional burden on the general
budget, especially since it comes dur-
ing a time the government is heading
to reducing its expenditure and
reconsidering the financing of the
subsidized products network. The
sources added that the ministry can-
not counter the rise of a price of prod-
uct by adding it to the ration card, but
through checking the reasons for the

increase and discussing whether it is
artificial or not.

The sources said the idea of the
proposal is built on having a monthly
share of zubaidi or other fish that have
high demand and whose prices
exceed citizens’ affordability, because
fish is considered among the main
products sought by citizens, provided
that the supply department at the
ministry decides the share of each
person and signs a contract with a
supplier of this product. — Al-Rai

KUWAIT: This file photo shows a fishmonger at a stand in the Sharq Fish Market with a sign that reads
‘Kuwaiti fish.’ — Photo by Joseph Shagra

KUWAIT: Education Ministry Undersecretary Dr Haitham
Al-Athari formed a committee chaired by Assistant
Undersecretary for General Education Fatima Al-Kandari to
discuss applications of several expatriate employees sent
for retirement to be placed on the “rewards system” after
their services are officially terminated by the ministry.
Athari said the committee will decide the ministry’s need
for the experience of these expat retirees in various special-
ties, and the possibility of using them by transferring them
to the “rewards” category.

Meanwhile, 10 physical education halls built by the edu-
cation ministry in Hawally schools have come to the atten-
tion of the Corruption Fighting Authority, which wanted
answers to 16 questions with regards to the contract.
Athari answered all questions with the required docu-
ments, and denied that floors were changed from rubber

to parquet and that there were no changing orders.
Athari accepted in his answer to the secretary general of

the authority Ahmad Al-Rumaihi that there is a delay in
completing the contract, most of which is due to work
linked to other areas outside the ministry, and the justifica-
tions of any time delay will be examined to determine the
actual delay, then penalties mentioned in the contract will
be applied.

In another development, informed sources at the min-
istry of electricity and water said all transactions related to
the education ministry were stopped because it has not
paid its dues for more than a year. The sources said the
ministry took this decision after several warnings were sent
to the ministry and other government departments for
nonpayment, and they will also face suspension of their
transactions if they do not pay. — Al-Rai and Al-Jarida

Expat teachers placed

on ‘rewards system’

KUWAIT: Zain Group, a leading
mobile telecom innovator across the
Middle East and Africa, has
announced its support of a combined
effort with 26 mobile operator Groups
to reach seven billion people in seven
days with text messages of the Global
Goals for Sustainable Development.
The text message campaign that
commenced on September 26 and
will run for a week until October 3,
2015 will see 125 of individual opera-
tional mobile companies in over 100
countries around the world raise
awareness of the Global Goals cam-
paign along with Project Everyone
and Global Citizen, through texts and
numerous other communication
channels, including social media.

This unprecedented collaboration
of the world’s largest digital and
mobile companies supports the 17
ambitious goals that were adopted by
193 world leaders at the United
Nations on September 25, and are
aimed at ending poverty, fighting
inequality and injustice, and tackling
climate change for the next 15 years.
Zain operations across all its markets
will send texts about the Global Goals
with a link to the campaign’s home-
page, together with the global hash-
tag of the campaign. Bulk text mes-

sages will be circulated to Zain cus-
tomers in both Arabic and English,
while a profile of the goals will be
communicated via Zain’s social media
channels and highlighting the opera-
tor’s own initiatives with respect to
sustainability.

The Global Goals feed right into
Zain Group’s own sustainability values
and outlook given its own pledge in
2012 to reduce emissions from its
operations by 2020, as well as its cam-
paigns and engagements to protect
and improve the quality of lives in
communities in which it operates.

Highest level
Commenting on Zain Group’s par-

ticipation in the Global Goals cam-
paign, CEO Scott Gegenheimer said,
“We are very pleased to see issues
such as poverty, inequality, and cli-
mate change being addressed at the
very highest levels of government
and corporations across the globe.
Zain has long believed that these
issues need to be tackled in order to
sustain a viable future for everyone,
and we have gone about making
inroads in such pursuits in our areas
of influence. We support wholeheart-
edly the ambitions communicated in
the Global Goals, and are happy to

lend our support to the dissemination
of this positive message.”

Meanwhile, Jennifer Suleiman,
Head of Corporate Sustainability of
Zain Group said, “Our region and our
world are faced with many chal-

lenges, though Zain Group has always
believed in confronting such prob-
lems and looking for solutions to
them. We believe that if governments,
companies, and individuals should
place the Sustainability Development

Goals at the core of their business
activities and take responsibility of
the circumstances around them, they
can decide to move in a positive
direction to the benefit of all.”

The Global Goals campaign - with
Project Everyone, Global Citizen,
action/2015, and UN agency partners
- aims to reach seven billion people in
seven days.   

Project Everyone is the brainchild
of English screenwriter, producer and
film director Richard Curtis, with the
ambition to tell everyone in the world
about the Global Goals so they are
best achieved. The project’s founding
partners include Aviva, Getty Images,
Pearson, SAWA Global Cinema
Advertising Association, Standard
Chartered, Unilever, and the Bill and
Melinda Gates Foundation.   

All over the world, the project is
being supported by hundreds of tele-
vision, radio, poster and digital com-
panies, mobile phone and broadband
providers, NGOs from all sectors, busi-
nesses, sports clubs, film and televi-
sion production companies, record
labels, events, magazines and retail-
ers, all of whom have agreed to carry
the goals to their fans, customers and
users to help them become known all
over the world.

Zain Group participates in ‘Global Goals for

Sustainable Development’ awareness campaign 

Aligned with group’s sustainability agenda

KUWAIT: The finance ministry is currently considering
issuing a first issue of bonds to cover deficits in inde-
pendent governmental bodies, namely the Public
Institution For Social Security (PIFFS) and Kuwait
Petroleum Corporation (KPC), in addition to others
which possess investable financial surpluses, said
informed sources, noting that the second issue of
bonds would be offered for citizens and banks.

The sources explained that the bonds would be
issued in Kuwaiti dinars before the end of this year.
“This issue will be considered the first phase of funding
the general budget deficit estimated at KD 8.1 billion as
per current fiscal year statistics,” explained the sources,
noting that one of the options being currently consid-
ered was to use social security share of KD 1.5 billion in
the state budget and invest it in the government debt
collecting the interest.

Furthermore, the sources explained that the second
phase of bonds would be offered for bidding amongst
local banks and citizens, and expected that the second
issue would cover the government’s needs. — Al-Rai 

Bonds issue considered

to cover budget deficit 

Officials held 

accountable over

delayed projects

KUWAIT: Well informed sources said that the cabi-
net decided to dismiss some senior officials who
have failed to fulfill their duties in the development
plan projects, well-informed sources said.

Ministers had discussed during last Tuesday’s
weekly meeting a follow-up report on the 2014-
2015 development plan projects. 

“The cabinet recommended holding officials
responsible for delay accountable,” added the
sources, noting that 546 out of the total number
of  955 projects  were found lagging behind
schedule, while 121 of them were 100 percent
completed. — Al-Anbaa 


